Looking At Six Flavors Of Ubuntu 21.04 "Hirsute Hippo"

In this video, I take a quick look at the recently released versions of Ubuntu 21.04 codenamed "Hirsute Hippo." I will briefly look at the flagship Ubuntu Linux distribution as well as: Kubuntu, Xubuntu, Lubuntu, Ubuntu Budgie and Ubuntu MATE.

The Edge, the cloud and Kubernetes with Brian Gracely

Is edge part of the cloud, is cloud a part of edge or are they completely separate but slightly related environments?

What makes something a data center vs what makes something an edge device?

How enterprises think of edge vs how Telcos think about edge.
This week we've been playing Subnautica and living off BitCoin. We discuss the re-introduction of the Ubuntu Community team and round up our favourite picks from the tech news.

It's Season 14 Episode 07 of the Ubuntu Podcast! Alan Pope, Mark Johnson and Martin Wimpress are connected and speaking to your brain.
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